UAVOS, KACST unveil Saker-1B autonomouscapable MALE UAV
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UAVOS and the King Abdulaziz City for Science and Technology (KACST) in Saudi Arabia have
created a new medium-altitude long-endurance (MALE) unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) that
features fully-autonomous operational capability.
The Saker-1B is derived from a 10-year research and development (R&D) effort between UAVOS
and the KACST to develop a flight-control system (FCS) designed for multimission, multi-domain
UAV platforms. The two stakeholders have completed flight tests of the Saker-1B in Saudi Arabia
to verify the autonomous online and offline operation of the aircraft from takeoff to landing,
according to a UAVOS statement.

UAVOS and King Abdulaziz City for Science and Technology (KACST) in Saudi Arabia have
developed the Saker-1B MALE UAV. It can fly for more than 19 hours at an altitude of up to
16,500 ft with a range of 2,600 km. (UAVOS)
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The aircraft performed a series of heavy weight landing tests with a maximum take-off weight
(MTOW) of 1,100 kg. Multiple different payloads were tested in surveillance experimental
missions to confirm overall system performance. The Saker-1B uses a direct radio link when flying
within line of sight (LOS) and switches to a satellite link for beyond line-of-sight (BLOS) missions.
The Saker-1B can fly for more than 19 hours at an altitude of up to 16,500 ft with a range of 2,600
km. The aircraft has flown more than 500 hours of both day and night test missions under various
weather conditions. It has also performed more than 1,000 hours of take-off and landing test
missions.
Aliaksei Stratsilatau, UAVOS CEO and lead developer, told Jane’s on 5 March that three
prototypes of the Saker-1B have been manufactured. The KACST is handling sales of the aircraft,
he said.
The Saker-1B can be adapted for a broad range of tasks in the security and commercial markets.
For example, the aircraft can provide persistent monitoring of wide areas of sea and extensive
lengths of coastline with advanced search and rescue (SAR) missions and identification of potential
hazards.
Payloads can include long-range observation sensors and radars, electro-optical (EO) systems,
satellite communications (satcom), an automatic identification system, and an emergency positionindicating radio beacon receiver. Stratsilatau said the aircraft’s internal payload capacity inside the
fuselage is 170 kg while each wing can carry up to 50 kg.
The Saker-1B is designed to carry multiple payloads for LOS missions or BLOS missions.
Stratsilatau said it has a relatively slow cruising speed of about 80 kt, making it ideal for long
endurance surveillance missions.
Comment
The Saker-1B is designed to meet the specific, unique, and advanced requirements of Saudi Arabia
including performing in its harsh desert atmosphere. UAVOS focuses on developing UAV
technologies that can then be used to develop future unmanned aircraft.
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